Optimize.

Textile Technology Services & Consulting
As the Saurer Textile Technology Team, we have access to market and specialist knowledge at a level of detail that is unmatched anywhere else. Our development engineers, application technologists and laboratory experts help to ensure that you always remain one step ahead of the competition – and continue looking forward into fabric-to-fibre engineering.

As a pioneer in the textile industry, we will work with you to find the answers to all your questions. Technology advice and consulting have long been a key element at Saurer. This means that we stand by you as our customer as a reliable partner with practical support from bale to package.
Expert knowledge at the Customer Technology Centre
With five spinning processes, Saurer offers a solution for every type of fibre. When planning new investments, we spin your raw materials to meet your specific requirements. At our Customer Technology Centres, you can be present during this complete process. We will discuss the potential of your future Saurer system with you in detail. This leads to a comprehensive textile-technology recommendation about machine settings and spinning components. Meaning that you will know how much productivity you can achieve, while maintaining your target quality.

Playing it safe – the textile laboratory
In our high-tech laboratories, we combine experience with technical expertise using precise measurement data from modern analytical methods. Here we can check the quality of material in each stage of the textile chain. The tests include physical and chemical textile inspections according to scientific methods and the relevant DIN specifications. Textile engineers monitor the tests and advise you on how to use Autolab to maintain consistent quality in your textile mill.

We have the solution for you
To be ahead is part of our philosophy

Take comfort in your future
Prospective action makes it possible for us to provide valuable suggestions for your company’s future development. As a result, you will always be able to react quickly to new trends.

→ Do you want to use a new raw material? In our Customer Technology Centres, we can orientate your production processes towards the highest quality and efficiency.
→ Are you planning to develop a new product? Our innovative strength and detailed knowledge of the market will allow us to implement your ideas.
→ Do you want to increase the output of your Saurer system? We have the means to achieve an optimal combination of machines and components.

Create new perspectives with our support. Use our expertise as a solution provider for more success and a higher benefit.
Success requires strong partners

Our worldwide network

With our international teams, we are represented directly in all important markets. Customer Technology Centres and Textile Laboratories are located in Germany, China, India and Turkey. Our experienced textile engineers have a global presence and therefore will always be by your side as competent partners, wherever your company is situated.
Contact us!
Use our customer focus and our expertise to your advantage.

→ T +49 2451 905 1000
→ technology.spinning@saurer.com
→ textilelabs.spinning@saurer.com
Our quality management system complies with the requirements of EN ISO 9001.